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Well defined scaling laws clearly appear in wall bounded turbulence, very close to the wall, where
a distinct violation of the refined Kolmogorov similarity hypothesis~RKSH! occurs together with
the simultaneous persistence of scaling laws. A new form of RKSH for the wall region is here
proposed in terms of the structure functions of order two which, in physical terms, confirms the
prevailing role of the momentum transfer towards the wall in the near wall dynamics. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~99!03706-X#
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The intermittent behavior of velocity increments in th
inertial range of fully developed turbulence has been a s
ject of renewed interest during the years, starting from
objection that Landau raised to Kolmogorov theory of 19
~K41!. Since then, any theory of the inertial range can
avoid considering the effect of intermittent dissipation of e
ergy on the inertial scales of motion. Under this respect,
Kolmogorov–Obukhov refined similarity hypothes
~RKSH!, certainly the most credited,1 leads to a probability
distribution function of longitudinal velocity increments,dV
5V~x1r!2V~x!, characterized by the scaling

^dVp&}^e r
p/3&r p/3, ~1!

wheree r
q denotes theqth moment of the energy dissipatio

ratee spatially averaged over a volume of characteristic
mension r and the brackets indicate ensemble averag
Taking into account the scaling properties of the dissipat
field,

^e r
q&}r t~q!, ~2!

Eq. ~1! implies that the velocity structure function of orderp
is expressed as a power law of the separation with expo

zp5t~p/3!1p/3. ~3!

Here, the anomalous correction,t~p/3!, to the K41-exponent
accounts for the intermittency of the velocity increments
the inertial range of homogeneous and isotropic turbulen

A substantial extension of the range of scales wh
similarity is observed has recently been achieved2 by assum-
ing, as a basic quantity, the third order structure funct
instead of the separationr,
1281070-6631/99/11(6)/1284/3/$15.00
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^dVp&}~^e r
p/3&/^e&p/3!^dV3&p/3, ~4!

as suggested by the Kolmogorov equation.1 A direct conse-
quence of Eq.~4! is the existence of an extended se
similarity ~ESS! of the generic structure function of orderp
in terms of the third order moment with exponentzp .

In the present letter we discuss the issue of intermitte
and scaling laws in wall bounded turbulence. We sugge
new theoretical interpretation of the intermittent behav
near the wall which violates Eq.~4!. We support our findings
by a comparison against a direct numerical simulation o
turbulent channel flow,3 and references therein, performed o
a 25631282 grid, up tot.103h/U0 , whereh is the channel
half-width andU0 the mean centerline velocity. The simula
tion is based on a Lattice Boltzmann method4 implemented
on a massively parallel computer. We remark that the dim
sions of the channel we adopt in the calculations~4h32h
32h! are smaller than required for the correlation functio
to vanish at large separations.5 Such a choice has been dic
tated by the need of a very long simulation to achieve ac
rate statistics and fully resolved dissipation range in all
rections. Despite the above limitations, the present numer
results are encouraging even though further numerical
experimental investigations should be performed to confi
the theoretical predictions proposed here. From our num
cal simulation we have evidence, as shown in Fig. 1, that
intermittency increases moving from the bulk of the flu
towards the wall.3 In principle, one may attempt to describ
this behavior in the framework of RKSH, in its generalize
form ~4!. Hence the larger intermittency~smallerzp) would
be provided by an increase of intermittent fluctuations ofe r

~larger values ofut~p!u!. In such conditions, the anomaly o
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1285Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 6, June 1999 Letters
the scaling exponents would strongly depend on the lo
flow properties, losing, thus, any trait of universality. T
investigate the self-consistency of this approach, in Fig. 2
plot on a logarithmic scale the structure function of order
vs ^e r

2&^dV3&2. On the basis of the assumed validity of~4!,
the plot should result in a straight line of slopes51, inde-
pendent of the distance from the wall. This behavior actua
emerges near the center of the channel while in the w
region a quite clear, though small, violation is manifest
Specifically, fory1531 two different scaling laws appea
The one, characterized by slopes51, trivially pertains to the
dissipative range. The other, with slopes50.88, which does
not satisfy ~4!, shows a first clear example of failure o
RKSH.

The previous discussion may suggest a relationship
tween the increase of intermittency, observed in the near
region, and the simultaneous breaking of the RKSH. To
regard, it seems interesting to investigate the possible e
tence of a new form of RKSH valid in the near wall regio
In fact RKSH, somehow suggested by the well known ‘‘4/5
Kolmogorov equation~see Frisch1!, tells us, in physical
terms, that the ‘‘energy flux’’ in the inertial range, repr
sented by the termdV3, fluctuates with a probability distri-
bution which is the same ofe r . However, in the case o
strong shear, we should expect that a new term, proporti
to ]yUdV2, enters the estimate of the energy flux at scaler.

FIG. 1. Pdf of the velocity increments for different values of the separa
~left r 15160, rightr 1518) at two distances from the wall;y15151, near
the center of the channel, triangles, andy1531, in the wall region of the
flow, circles. Data from DNS of a turbulent channel flow with Re* 5160.
Wall units are used throughout the paper.

FIG. 2. ^dV6& vs ^e r
2&^dV3&2 for two different wall normal distances. Bulk

region (y15151), data~triangles! and their fit in the regionr 1P@20,320#
~solid line with slope 0.99!. Wall region (y1531), data~circles! and their
fits in the two regionsr 1P@1,20# andr 1P@20,320#, dotted line with slope
0.99 and solid line with slope 0.88, respectively.
Downloaded 02 Feb 2012 to 151.100.85.27. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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Such a new term, indeed, appears in the analysis perfor
for homogeneous shear flows~see for instance Hinze6!. If
this term becomes dominant, as it may occur for a very la
shear, one is led to assume that the fluctuations of the en
flux in the inertial range are proportional todV2, i.e., e r

}A(r )dV2, with A(r) a nonfluctuating function ofr. Hence,
we may expect that a new form of the RKSH should ho
which, in its generalized form,

^dVp&}~^e r
p/2&/^e&p/2!^dV2&p/2, ~5!

is given in terms of the structure function of order two. In t
spirit of the extended self-similarity, we assume the n
form of RKSH to be valid in the region very close to th
wall, where the shear is certainly prevailing.

In order to support this set of assumptions, we show
Fig. 3 a log–log plot of Eq.~5! for p54 at y1531. In the
insert, we show for the same plane the compensated plo
both ~5! and~4! for p54 andp56, respectively. It follows a
quite clear agreement of Eq.~5! with the numerical data. In
principle, the functionA(r) might be evaluated theoreticall
starting from the Kolmogorov equation for anisotropic she
flow ~e.g., see Ref. 7!.

The increased intermittency of the velocity fluctuatio
near the wall may be estimated by considering how the fl
nessF(r) grows with r→0, with

F~r !5^dV4~r !&/^dV2~r !&2. ~6!

By combining the definition~6! with ~4! and ~5!, respec-
tively, we obtain the following expressions in terms ofe r :

Fb5^e r
4/3&/^e r

2/3&2, Fw5^e r
4/2&/^e r

2/2&2, ~7!

which are suitable for the bulk and the near-wall regio
respectively. As we see from Fig. 4, bothFb andFw mani-
fest a significant growth forr→0, indicating intermittent be-
havior, if we exclude the smallest separations falling into
dissipative range. Clearly,Fw grows faster thanFb . This
result is consistent with the corresponding analysis p
formed directly in terms of structure functions of velocity b
means of Eq.~6! and provides a further evidence of the v
lidity of ~5! near the wall. In fact, the application ofFb near
the wall does not catch the increase of intermittency of
velocity fluctuations~see Fig. 4!. On the other hand, the dif

n

FIG. 3. Check of consistency for Eq. 5 aty1531, ^dV4& vs ^e r
2&^dV2&2.

The solid line~slope 1.01! gives the fit in the whole range. In the inser
open circles, compensated plot for Eq.~5!, ^e r

2&^dV2&2/^dV4& vs r 1; filled
circles, corresponding plot for Eq.~4!, ^e r

2&^dV3&2/^dV6& vs r 1.
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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1286 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 6, June 1999 Letters
ferences in the statistical properties of the dissipation
tween the bulk and the near wall region are too small
account for the increase of intermittency of the velocity
crements near the wall. This is indirectly confirmed by t
observed direct scaling~ESS! of the structure functions with
^dV3&, which implies, starting from Eq.~5!,

t̂~p/2!5 ẑp2 ẑ2 p/2, ~8!

where a hat has been introduced here to denote the sc
exponents with respect tôdV3&. This distinction was not
necessary in the bulk region, wheret [ t̂. By using expres-
sion ~8! near the wall and Eq.~3! in the bulk region we
obtain that the ‘‘intermittency correction’’t̂~q! results to be
essentially independent of the distance from the wall, Fig
Hence the observed increase of intermittency of the velo
increments seems to be associated more to the structu
the RKSH rather than to the intermittency of dissipatio
These theoretical findings are in good agreement with
perimental results in a flat plate boundary layer obtained
cently by Ciliberto and co-workers~private communication!
and, independently, by us. We like here to emphasize tha
observe the new RKSH, we selected on purpose the p
closest to the wall where the scaling exponents can stil
computed. On the opposite, in the bulk region, the origi
RKSH holds. At intermediate planes we expect the sca
exponents to emerge from a complex blending of these
basic behaviors, leading to a continuous variation with
distance from the wall.3

FIG. 4. Flatness,F5^dV4&^dV2&2 vs log2(r
1/Dx1),Dx152.5, aty15151

~open triangles! andy1531 ~open circles!, as evaluated by Eqs.~7!, using
Fb and Fw , respectively. For comparison, filled circles,Fb applied aty1

531. Correspondingly, the solid lines give the flatness as evaluated dir
in terms of velocity.
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In conclusion, we have a strong evidence that a sign
cant failure of the RKSH occurs in the near wall turbulen
in correspondence with the simultaneous appearance of
ing laws. The new form of the RKSH we propose in th
letter for the wall region is expressed in terms of the str
ture function of order two, instead of the structure functi
of order three as in the original form. This may be seen a
statistical representation of the physical features of the n
wall region, which is controlled more by the mechanism
momentum transfer rather than by the classical energy
cade.
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